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U-one is a smart safe designed for a traditional shop both on the front line and back office. U-One helps 
checkout staff validate bank notes, avoids counting errors and eliminates the need to stop a task to 
perform manual counting.
The banknotes are validated, counted, deposited and stacked with the utmost precision in a tamper-
proof heat-seal security bag.
The innovative software platform allows real-time monitoring of all transactions and all events simply by 
connecting via a browser.
U-One is divided into two parts, Top and Safe, the Top validates and counts the banknotes that, once 
moved into the Safe, could be directly credited to the bank account.
Only authorised people can open the safe and remove the sealed bag.
U-One is available in two versions: U-One 600  (capacity 600 bank notes) and U-One 1200 (capacity 1200 
banknotes).

U-ONE
Intelligent cash deposit system

One of the smallest smart safes on the market 
The SmartSafe with one by one acceptor is the fastest on the market
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Specifications:

Top

Validator Individual validation of banknotes
 1-2 notes per second
 Verification
 Rejects dubious banknotes (ECB legislation)
 Currencies: EUR, CHF (US Dollar, Pound Sterling in development)

Display 4.3” touchscreen can be used as console in offline applications:
 user identification, counting, deposit, opening and closing of the safe

Connection USB
 - Opt. LAN/WIFI with additional board 
 - Opt. GPRS with additional board

Power supply  230 V, 50 Hz

Accessories Opt. printer - opt. barcode reader

Safe

Deposit System Stacking system in tamper proof thermo-seal bag designed by YOUGO

Bag capacity 600 banknotes (1200 banknotes in the U-One 1200 version)

Safe 3 mm Strong Box

 Electric opening and closing
 - Opt: Electro-mechanical lock

Inking system in development

Size/Weight (600) 184 x 388.5 x 391.8mm (W x D x H) / 21.5kg
Size/Weight (1200) 184 x 405.5 x 491.8mm (W x D x H) / 26kg

Specifications are subject to 
change without prior notice. All 
trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners
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